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Alan- The Weirdo

Living the life of a police officer or other law enforcement wouldnt be a simple life. There are occasionally times

when they have to get up in the middle of the night just to work on a case that had a breakthrough. Deputy

Truesdale probably lives a very complicated life, but I do think it would be fun to yell at people, STOP.

Pronoun may not even have that much time to spend with his kids every day; it might even be only a

Adjective hours per week. The Buddy Bailey case was probably one of those really hard cases, since he

did almost decide to completely drop it. The Verb - Base Form of Noun Noun was most

likely not just a single accusation by one person, but most likely several accusations by many people and tough

tracking. One reason I think the arrest of Buddy Bailey was a very important event Preposition or subordinating 

conjunction if Buddy was not arrested, many more people could have gotten hurt. Buddy Bailey was a very

dangerous man who had no heart. I think he is much safer behind bars where there is no one for him to injure.

Buddy Bailey being arrested was a turning point in the story because it showed Proper Noun and Chip

would make a great team. This was pretty much the base for Chip and Sams future together. Law Enforcement

plays a large role in todays society. Without it, life would be unsafe for anyone to go and do leisurely activities,

which would make businesses, go out of business, and many people would go poor. I think police officers and

other Law Enforcement are some of the best people in the world.
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